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MEMBERSHIP GRADES REVIEW 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 27TH OCTOBER 2020

SPECIAL RESOLUTION



Over the last 12 months, we’ve consulted extensively with members, 

employers, recruiters and education providers to discover how IOSH grades 

could or should evolve. Through surveys, interviews and focus groups, 

a great deal of feedback has been captured and analysed to inform the 

final recommendations. The survey in May this year sought members’ 

views on specific changes to the structure of membership grades.

You talked and we listened – nearly 12,000 members (approximately 25%) 

completed the survey and the majority of the respondents support the 

changes being proposed.

Now it’s time for the Annual General Meeting (AGM) and we’re 

asking members to vote on a Special Resolution.

YOU TALKED. WE LISTENED.



Your elected representative body, IOSH Council, has been consulted throughout and is 

supportive of the recommendations. The Board of Trustees have agreed that the final 

proposed membership structure should be implemented in full.

Some changes to the membership structure require minor amendments to the Byelaws via 

a single Special Resolution at a general meeting and the approval of Privy Council. The 

following Special Resolution has been approved by IOSH Council for inclusion on 

the agenda at the next AGM, where it will be put to a vote of Corporate Members:

Approve changes to the Byelaws, subject to any amendments required by 
the Privy Council.

Please read on to understand the changes this resolution would enable.

THE GOVERNANCE PROCESS



  

RECOMMENDED CHANGE REQUIRED CHANGE TO CHARTER 
AND BYELAWS 2018

DETAIL

Include an experiential route for 
senior Occupational Safety and Health Professionals to 
become a Chartered Member of the Institution

Byelaw 2(3)(b) • Delete ‘’or’’ after ‘’UK NARIC,’’

• Insert ‘’or has passed such other equivalent 
assessment as may from time to time be approved 
by the Board under Regulations’’ after ‘’Institution’s 
academic requirements as set out in Regulations’’ 

• Delete ‘’Initial’’

Remove reference to Initial Professional Development 
(IPD) as this will be included in a new assessment 
process, designed to enhance the Professional 
Development journey.

Byelaw 2(6) • Delete ‘’Initial’’

Amend the designation for Chartered Fellows and 
Chartered Members from “Chartered Safety and 
Health Practitioner” to “Chartered Safety and Health 
Professional

Byelaw 3(2) • Delete ‘’Practitioner’’

• Insert ‘’Professional’’

Change ‘Honorary Fellow’ to ‘Companion’ Byelaw 6(1) • Delete ‘’an Honorary Fellow’’

• Insert ‘’a Companion’’

PROPOSED CHANGES TO BYELAWS

To see these changes in context within the Charter and Byelaws, please click here.

https://www.iosh.com/media/8614/iosh-extract-from-charter-and-byelaws.pdf
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EXPERIENTIAL ROUTE TO CHARTERED



Why?

• We want to strike a balance between qualifications, knowledge and experience because all three can 

contribute to an individual’s professional capability

What does it mean?

• The proposal for an experiential route is designed to remove a barrier to entry for senior OSH 

professionals who are already operating in a senior strategic role within OSH management, and have 

extensive on-the-job experience, but might not have an appropriate or relevant OSH qualification.

How would it work?

• The assessment process would combine the new Blueprint 2.0 self-assessment with CPD and completion 

of IOSH’s Accreditation of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL) assessment 

• This rigorous approach would ensure that only candidates with evidence of the appropriate knowledge, 

competence and experience are approved for entry

• Only exceptional candidates would go straight to Chartered. Most experiential candidates 

would achieve Chartered status via Certified membership.

EXPERIENTIAL ROUTE TO CHARTERED
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* Member = survey respondent

Q. It is suggested that IOSH’s current entry requirements rely too 
heavily on formal qualifications and are therefore too rigid for some 
practitioners and senior professionals. Consequently, IOSH proposes 
to develop an alternative route that recognises OSH experience; this 
aligns with other professional bodies’ entry requirements. To what 
extent would you support the introduction of an ‘Experiential Route’ 
to IOSH membership?

84% OF MEMBERS SUPPORT AN ALTERNATIVE ‘EXPERIENTIAL ROUTE’ 
TO IOSH MEMBERSHIP

WHAT DID MEMBERS SAY 
IN THE MAY 2020 SURVEY?



2
“CHARTERED SAFETY & HEALTH 

PROFESSIONAL”



Why?

• ”Professional” would be more appropriate and better aligned to other professionals with 

Chartered status

• It would reinforce the breadth of experience held by Chartered Members

What does it mean?

• The official designation for a Chartered Member of IOSH would change from “Chartered 

Safety and Health Practitioner” to “Chartered Safety and Health Professional”

“CHARTERED SAFETY & 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL”



Q. Currently Chartered Members can use the denomination 
‘Chartered Safety and Health Practitioner’. Our earlier consultation 
suggests that ‘Chartered Safety and Health Professional’ would be 
more appropriate and better aligned to other professionals who have 
Chartered status. To what extent would you support this change?
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* Member = survey respondent

THERE IS WIDESPREAD SUPPORT FOR THE PROPOSED CHANGE TO 
THE CHARTERED SAFETY AND HEALTH PROFESSIONAL DENOMINATION

WHAT DID MEMBERS SAY 
IN THE MAY 2020 SURVEY?



3
‘HONORARY FELLOW’ BECOMES 

‘COMPANION OF IOSH’



The facts

• This change is designed to distinguish more clearly between the Chartered Fellow grade, 

which represents a very senior practitioner with current technical skills, and the existing 

‘Honorary Fellow’ which is an IOSH award of recognition

How would it work? 

• A Companion of IOSH would continue to be a level of recognition awarded at IOSH’s 

discretion to individuals that are exceptional and prestigious leaders in OSH

• We’re working on a transition plan for each grade which has been submitted to Board for 

approval, but we anticipate that current Honorary Fellows would automatically transfer 

to Companion

‘HONORARY FELLOW’



4
ABSORB INITIAL PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT (IPD) WITHIN A NEW 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Why?

• The current Byelaws refer only to IPD and need updating to reflect the new, enhanced 

Professional Development process which will include Blueprint 2.0, CPD and a wide range 

of e-learning tools and resources

What does it mean?

• To minimise disruption for members working through IPD, a date would be set, allowing 

them the opportunity to complete the process they  registered for. 

• Any member not able to complete by the specified date would need to be assessed 

against the new standard, using Blueprint.

INITIAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT



We hope this has helped to explain the changes we’re proposing, but 

if you have any questions, you may find the updated FAQs helpful at 

www.iosh.com/membershipgradesreview

If you’re a Corporate Member (Chartered Member, Chartered Fellow, Retired 

Member or Retired Fellow), please be sure to use your vote at the AGM. And 

don’t forget, its a virtual meeting, so you’ll only be able to vote by proxy in 

advance of the meeting, up to 4pm on 26th October.  

If you’re not eligible to vote but wish to attend the AGM, please register 

before 19 October.

Finally, please look out for your AGM Notice from Mi-Voice or 

      for more information about the AGM.

HELP US SHAPE THE 
FUTURE OF OSH

click here

https://iosh.com/agm2020

